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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This last chapter presents the summary of all impc•rtant points and 

findings found in the previous chapters and a suggestion for the ilture translation 

studies. 

5.1 Conclusion 

In the Indonesian sub-title of ANfZ, mistakes were found in all stages of 

Soedjatmiko's Nida translation theory with modification: analysis stage, transfer stage, 

and restructure stage. 

Mistakes in analysis stage were due to failure in understanding the source 

language dialogues which caused the source ideas were different from the original 

message of the dialogue. I\1istakes occured in word and phrase analysis, failure in 

identifying idiomatic expression and figurative meaning, grammatical analysis. There 

were also parts of dialogues which were not translated and utterances which were 

translated unrelated to the message of the source languange. 

Mistakes in transfer stage occured because of failure in deliv(nng the analyzed 

message from the source idea in the source la.J.guage to the target idea in the target 

language. The sub-titler failed to make semantic, structural and situational-cultural 

adjustments needed in order to make the message acceptable in the target language. 

Mistakes in restructure stage occured because the reconstruction of target idea 

into target language text were inacceptable in spelling, punctuation, and length. 
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5.2 Suggestion 

Not many studies have been done in translation areas. It was one of the reason 

why the writer did tlus study. She realized that tills study was far frcm perfection, but 

hopefully tills study can be of good use for English Department ol' Widya Mandala 

University. 

For others who would like to do sinlllar study, she n'Corumends Nida 

translation theory with modification as a parameter for analysis. She has found it well

suited for translation study. 

l'or the sub-titler, the writer suggests that he pays more atrention to details. 

:Many mistakes in tills film could actually be avoided by checking up a dictionary 

whenever the sub-titler found obscure word and phrase, and doing a ··horough check of 

the translation before it was inserted in the screen. 
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